
Georgia Scienee
Standard $7Lf .a Grade 7

S7L1.a Demonstrate the process for the development of a dichotomous key.

'STANDARD REVIEW

Taxonomists have developed special guides to help scientists identify
organisms. A dichotomous key is an identification aid that uses sequential
pairs of descriptive statements. From each pair of statements, the person
trying to identify the organism chooses the statement that describes the
organism. Either the chosen statement identifies the organism or the
person is directed to another pair of statements. By working through the
statements in the key in order, the person can eventually identifir the
organism. The following chart is an example of a simple dichotomous key.
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Dichotomous Key to l0 Common Mammals in the Eastern United States

1. a. Th

b. Th

s mammaL flies. Its "hand" forms a wing.
s mammal does not fLy. Its "hand" does not form a wing.

Httte brown bat
Go to step 2.

2. a. Th

b. Th

s mammal has no hair on its tai[.
s mammat has hair on its tai[.

Go to step 3.

Go to step 4.

3. a.

b.

short, naked tai[.
[ong, naked tait.

This mammal has a
This mammaI has a

eastern mote

Go to step 5.

4. a.

b.

This mammal has a black mask across its face.

This mammaI does not have a black mask across its face.

racco0n

Go to step 6.

q a. This mammaI has a tajt that is flat and paddte shaped.

b. This mammal has a taiI that is not ftat or padd[e shaped.

beaver

0possum

6. a. This mammal is brown and has a whjte underbetty.

b. This mammat is not brown and does not have a white
underbet[y.

Go to step 7.

Go to step 8.

7. a.

b.

This mammal has a [ong, furry tail that is btack on the tip.
This mammal has a long tail that has little fur.

[ongtaiI weaseI

white-footed mouse

a.

b.

8. This mammal is black and has a narrow white stripe on its
forehead and broad white stripes on its back.

This mammal is not btack and does not have white stripes.

striped skunk

Go to step 9.

9. a.

b.

This mammaI has l.ong ears and a short, cottony tai[.
This mammal has shorl ears and a medium-tength tait.

eastern cottontaiI
woodchuck
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Geongia $eEemce
Standard SZL'I.a Gn'ade 7

STANDARD PRACTICE

Directions Using the Standard Review and what you have studied, read
'each question and circle the letter of the best response. Use a separate
sheet of paper to record your response to open-response questions.

7. According to the dichotomous key on the previous paSer what is a
flightless mammal that has a long, furry tail with a black tip, a white
underbelly, and light brown fur?

A. beaver B. eastern mole

C. longtail weasel D. opossum

2. What marnmal has a long, cylindrical, hairless tail, and hand-like
paws?

A. beaver B. eastern mole

C. opossum D. woodchuck

3. Students using the dichotomous key below notice that one tree has
thin 1.2 cm needles that occur in clusters. Which of the following
inferences can be made?

A Dichotomous Key to Common Trees of the Northern United States

1. a.

b.

Leaves are thin and needtetike (coniferous)
Leaves are broad and fanHke (deciduous)

Goto2
Goto6

2. a.

b.

Needles are over 2.5 cm [ong and are ctustered
Needtes are '1,.25 cm long or [ess.

Go to 3.

Go to 4.

3. a.

b.

Needles occur in c[usters of 3

Needles occur in clusters of 5

Pitch pine (Pinus rigido)
Eastern white pine (Pinus strobus)

A. The plant is deciduous.

B. The plant is a Pinus rigida.

C. The plant is an Eastern white pine.

D. The plant cannot be identified from the information provided.

4. What is a dichotomous key?

5. Describe how a dichotomoi, t"y helps identiSr organisms.
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GeorEia $cience
Standard SZL1.b Grade 7

S7L1.b Classify organisms based on physical characteristics using a
dichotomous key of the six kingdom system (archaebacteria, eubacteria,
.protists, fungi, plants, and animals).

STANDARD REVIEW

As scientists have learned more about living things, they have created a
classification system to organize what they know. Today, there are three
domains in the classification system: Archaea, Bacteria, and Eukarya.
Domains represent the largest differences between organisms. These
domains are divided into several kingdoms.

Two of the domains are made up of prokaryotes. Prokaryotes are single-
celled organisms that do not have a nucleus. The domain Archaea is made
up entirely of archaea. Archaea were first discovered living in extreme
environments, where other organisms could not survive. Some archaea
can also be found in moderate environments, such as the open ocean.
All bacteria belong to the domain Bacteria. Bacteria can be found in soil,
water, and even on and inside the human body. Some bacteria cause
diseases, such as pneumonia. Other bacteria make chemicals that help
humans fight disease-causing bacteria.

All organisms whose cells have a nucleus and membrane-bound
organelles are called eukaryotes. Eukaryotes belong to the domain
Eukarya. Four kingdoms currently make up the domain Eukarya: Protista,
Fungi, Plantae, and Animalia.

. Members of the kingdom Protista, commonly called protists, are single-
celled or simple multicellular organisms.

. Molds and mushrooms are examples of the complex, multicellular
members of the kingdom Fungi. Unlike plants, fungi do not perform
photosynthesis. Unlike animals, fungi do not eat food. Instead, fungi
absorb nutrients from substances in their surroundings.

. The members of the kingdom Plantae include organisms that are
eukaryotic, have cell walls, and make food through photosynthesis. For
photosynthesis to occur, plants must be exposed to sunlight.

. The kingdom Animalia contains complex, multicellular organisms
that don't have cell walls, are usually able to move around, and have
specialized sense organs. Animals depend on the organisms from other
kingdoms for food and to recytle the nutrients found in dead organisms.
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Georgia Scienee
$tandard STL1 .h Grade 7

STANDARD PRACTICE

Directions Using the Standard Review and what you have studied, read
.each question and circle the letter of the'best response. Use a separate
sheet of paper to record your response to open-response questions.

7. To what kingdom does an organism that is a eukaryote, but is NOT
an animal, plant, or fungi belong?

A. Animalia

C. Fungi

B. Archaea

D. Protista

2. In which domain are the simple, single-celled organisms that live in
your intestines classified?

B. Eukarya

D. Protista

3. An organism is made up of many cells similar to that shown in the
diagram below. What can you conclude about the organism?

A. It is a t],?e of prokaryote.

B. It belongs to the domain Archaea.

C. It belongs to the domain Eukarya.

D. It belongs to the kingdom Protista.

4. Explain how the kingdoms Plantae and Fungi differ?

5. The Venus'flytrap does not move around. It can make its own food
" by using photosynthesis. It can also trap insects and digest the

insects to get nutrients. The flytrap also has a cell wall. Into which
kingdom would you place the Venus'flytrap? What makes this
organism unusual in the kingdomyou chose?

Copyright o by Hott, Rinehart and Winston. Att riqhts reserved. Ho[t Science and Technology, Georgia

A. Archaea

C. Bacteria
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Geongia Science
Standard $7L2.a Grade 7

S7L2.a Explain that cells take in nutrients in order to grow and divide and to
make needed materials.

STANDARD REVIEW

Cells need oxygen, sugars, amino acids, and many other nutrients in order
to carry out their various functions as they pass through the different
stages in a life cycle. The life cycle of a cell is called the cell cycle. The
cell cycle begins when the cell is formed and ends when the cell divides
and forms new cells. Before a cell divides, it must make a copy of its
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). DNA is the hereditary material that controls
all cell activities, including the making of new cells. The DNA of a cell is
organized into structures called chromosomes. Copying chromosomes
ensures that each new cell will be an exact copy of its parent cell. The
copied chromosomes separate and the cell splits into two new, identical
cells. The complicated process of chromosome separation is called
mitosis. The cell cycle is outlined below.

The Cell Cycie

. Copying DNA (Interphase) Before mitosis begins, chromosomes are
copied. Each chromosome is then two chromatids.

. Mitosis Phase I (Prophase) Mitosis begins. The nuclear membrane
dissolves. Chromosomes condense into rodlike structures.

. Mitosis Phase 2 (Metaphase) The chromosomes line up along the
equator of the cell. Homologous chromosomes pair up.

. Mitosis Phase 3 (Anaphase) The chromatids separate and move to
opposite sides of the cell.

Mitosis Phase 4 (Telophase) A nuclear membrane forms around each set
of chromosomes, and the chromosomes unwind. Mitosis is complete.

Cytokinesis In cells that lack a cell wall, the cell pinches in two. In cells
that have a cell wall, a cell plate forms between the two new cells.

Copying the
cell's DNA

Mitosis
phase I

(prophase)

Mitosis
phase 2

(metaphase)

Mitosis
phase 3

(anaphase)

Mitosis Cell division
phase 4

(telophase)

WWWWWWW
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GeonEia SeEemee
Standard S?L?"a Grade 7

STANDARE PRAETICF

Directions Using the Standard Review and what you have studied, read
.each question and circle the letter of the best response. Use a separate
sheet of paper to record your response to open-response questions.

7. In the drawing of cell division shown on the previous page, at which
step do the chromatids line up along the equator of each cell?

A. mitosis phase I (prophase)

B. mitosis phase 2 (metaphase)

C. mitosis phase 3 (anaphase)

D. initosis phase 4 (telophase)

2. Once mitosis is completed, the process of cytokinesis occurs. What
happens during this process?

A. The cytoplasm splits in two.

B. The nuclear membrane breaks apart.

C. The chromosomes line up.

D. The chromatids separate.

3. The chart at the right shows the
lengths of the different stages of the
cell cycle. How is the cell occupied
MOST of the time?

A. copying DNA

B. separating chromatids

C. splitting into two daughter cells

D. dissolving the nuclear membrane.

The Cell Cycle

4. How does mitosis ensure that a new cell is just like its parent cell?

5. During what stage of the cell cycle might the cell need a lot of
nucleic acid building blockg, the molecules that make up DNA?
Explain your reasoning.

Copyright @ by Ho[t, Rinehart and Winston. Al.t riqhts reserved. Ho[t Science and Technotogy, Georgia
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GeorgEa $cEence
Standard S7L2"b Grade 7

S7L2.b Relate cell structures (cell membrane, nucleus, cytoplasm,
chloroplasts, mitochondria) to basic cell functions.

STANDARD REVIEW

Plant cells have an outermost structure called a cell wall. A cell wall is a
rigid structure that gives support to a cell. Plants and algae have cell walls
made of a complex sugar called cellulose. Fungi, including yeasts and
mushrooms, also have cell walls. Fungi have cell walls made of a complex
sugar called chitin or of a chemical similar to chitin.

All cells have a cell membrane. The cell membrane is a protective barrier
that encloses a cell. It is made up of phospholipids that separate the cell's
contents from the cell's environment. The cytoskeleton is a web of proteins
in the cytoplasm that acts as both a muscle and a skeleton. It keeps the cell's
membranes from collapsing. The cytoskeleton also helps some cells move.

Eukaryotic cells have the same basic membrane-bound organelles:

. The nucleus is the orgur"ll" that cqntains the cell's DNA and is the
control center of the cell.

. A ribosome is a tiny organelle in which amino acids are hooked together
to make proteins. Ribosomes do not have a membrane.

. A chloroplast is an organelle in plants that uses the energy of sunlight to
make food.

. A mitochondrion breaks down food molecules to make ATP.

. The endoplasmic reticulum makes lipids, breaks down drugs and other
substances, and packages proteins for Golgi complex.

. The Golgi complex processes and transports proteins and other
materials out of a cell.

. Lysosomes digest food particles, wastes, cell parts, and foreign invaders.

. The large central vacuole in plant cells stores water and other materials.

Cell
membra

Mitochondria

Copyright o by Ho[t, Rinehart and Winston. A[[ rights reserved. Holt Science and Technology, Georgia
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Geongia Science
Standand SZLZ.b Grade 7

STANDARD PRACTICE

Directions Using the Standard Review and what you have studied, read
. each question and circle the letter of the best response. Use a separate
sheet of paper to record your response to open-response questions.

7. Where is most of the ATP in cells is produced?

A. at the endoplasmic reticulum

B. at the ribosomes

C. at the mitochondria

D. at the Golgi complex

2. What is the name of a cell vesicle that contains enz5rmes that
destroy damaged cell organelles?

A. endoplasmic reticulum

B. Golgi complex

C. lysosome

D. mitochondria

3. What is a cell membrane composed of?

A. lipids

B. nucleic acids

C. phospholipids

D. proteins

4. A certain virus attacks the mitochondria in cells. What would
happen to a cell if all of its mitochondria were destroyed?

5. Is this cell a bacteria cell, a plant cell, or an animal cell? What
structures support your answer?

j
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Georgia Sciemee
$tandard SZL2.c Grade 7

S7L2.c Explain that cells are organized into tissues, tissues into organs,

.organs 
into systems, and systems into organisms.

STANDARD REVIEW

Organisms that are made up of many cells are called multicellular. Plants,
animals, some protists, and many fungi are multicellular organisms. A
multicellular organism starts as a single cell. As the single cell develops
into many cells, the cells become differentiated, or fixed, into different
types of cells. In a multicellular organism, such as a human, different
kinds of cells perform different functions. These cells rely on each other
and work together to do all of the activities needed for the organism to
live. Such cells must be well organized in an organism.

A multicellular organism can have four levels of organization: cells,
tissues, organs, and organ systems. A group of similar cells working
together forms a tissue. One kind of tissue alone cannot do all of the
things that several kinds of tissue working together can do. Two or more
tissues working together form an organ. For example, your stomach uses
four kinds of tissue to carry out digestion. Your stomach works with other
organs, such as the small and large intestines, to digest your food. Organs
that work together make up an organ system, such as the one shown
below.

Copyright o by Ho[t, Rinehart and Winston. At[ rights reserved. Ho[t Science and Technology. Georgia
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Georgia Seience
Standard $7t2"e Gnade 7

STANDARD PRAETICE

Directions Using the Standard Review and what you have studied, read
. each question and circle the letter of the best response. Use a separate
sheet of paper to record your response to open-response questions.

1. Look at the figure on the previous page. What is the primary
function of the cells that make up the majority of cells in this organ
system?

A. ability to carry oxygen

B. ability to send electrical signals

C. ability to cover and protect other cells

D. ability to contract and relax to produce movement

2, In multicellular organisms, cells are arranged into groups that
work together to perform a common function. What are these
groups called?

A. systems

B. bones

C. tissues

D. joints

3. In a multicellular organism each cell performs

A. all functions.

B. specific functions.

C. random functions.

D. the function of any cell it touches.

4. Complex organisms have four levels of cell organization. List these
levels of cell organization from simplest to most complex.

5. Define each of the four levels of cell organization. Provide at least
one animal example for each level.

t
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Geongia $cience
Standard SZLZ"d Grade 7

S7L2.d Explain that tissues, organs, and organ systems serve the needs cells
have for oxygen, food, and waste removal.

'Photosynthesis is the process by which cells, such as plant cells,
use sunlight, carbon dioxide, and water to make sugar and oxygen.
Photosynthesis takes place in a cell's chloroplasts, such as the one
shown below. Chloroplasts have two membranes and their own DNA.
Chloroplasts are green because they contain chlorophyll, a green
pigment. Chlorophyll is found in an internal membrane system within a

chloroplast. Chlorophyll traps the energy of sunlight. This energy is used
to make sugar. The sugar produced by photosynthesis is then used by
mitochondria to make ATP. The chemical reaction for photosynthesis is
shown below.

6CO2 + 6H2O * Light energy

Photosynthesis

-----) c6Hl2o6 + 602

Carbon dioxide Water Glucose Oxygen

Chtoroplast

Sugars made by chloroplasts in plants or harvested by animals from their
food are processed in the mitochondria through cellular respiration. Cellular
respiration uses oxygen to break down food for energy. A mitochondrion
is the main power source of a cell. Mitochondria are covered by two
membranes. Energy released by mitochondria is stored in a substance called
ATP. The cell then uses AIP to do work. AIP can be made at several places
in a cell. But most of a cell's ATP is made on the inner membrane of the
cell's mitochondria. Most eukaryotic cells have mitochondria. The chemical
reaction for cellular respiration is shornm below.

c6Hr2O6 + 602 --->

CeIlutar Respiration

6CO2 + 6H2O # energy (ATP)

Glucose Oxygen Carbon dioxid8 Water

Copyright o by Ho[t, Rinehart and Winston. At[
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Georgia Science
Standard SZLZ.d Grade 7

STANDARD PRACTICE

Directions Using the Standard Review and what you have studied, read
' each question and circle the letter of the best response. Use a separate
sheet of paper to record your response to open-response questions.

7. Plant cells have the organelle shown on the previous page that
makes food for the plant through a process called photosynthesis.
Which of the following statements about photoslmthesis is NOT
true?

A. It requires light energy.

B. It takes place in the leaves of plants.

C. It requires a pigment known as chromatid.

D. It converts light energy into chemical energy.

2. The cells of your body need energy to carry out life functions.
Which of the following body responses is a sign that your cells need
more energy?

A. Your breathing rate increases.

B. You begin to shiver.

C. You feel hungry.

D. You feel thirsty.

3. Mitochondria are important organelles within a cell. What would
most likely happen if a cell's mitochondria were not functioning
properly?

A. The cell's level of ATP would decrease.

B. The cell's level of sugar would decrease.

C. The cell would use lysosomes to release energy.

D. The cell would create new mitochondria by cell division.

4. How are photosynthesis and cellular respiration related?

5. Name the cell structures that are needed for photosynthesis and the
cell structures that are neehed for cellular respiration.

Copyright o by HoLt, Rinehart and Winston. Atl. rights reserved. , Hott Science and Technotogy, Georgia
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Georgia Seience
Standard SZL2.e Grade 7

S7L2.e Explain the purpose of the major organ systems in the human body
(i.e., digestion, respiration, reproduction, circulation, excretion, movement,
.control, and coordination, and for protection from disease).

STANDARD REVIEW

Your body's major organ systems work together to maintain homeostasis.
For example, the cardiovascular system, which includes the heart, blood,
and blood vessels, works with the respiratory system, which includes
the lungs. The cardiovascular system picks up oxygen from the lungs
and carries the oxygen to cells in the body. These cells produce carbon
dioxide, which the cardiovascular system returns to the respiratory system.
The respiratory system expels the carbon dioxide.

Organ Systems

. Integumentary System Your skin, hair, and nails protect the tissue that
lies beneath them.

' Muscular System Your muscular system works with the skeletal system
to help you move.

. Skeletal System Your bones provide a frame to support and protect your
body parts.

. Cardiovascular System Your heart pumps blood through all of your
blood vessels.

. Respiratory System Your lungs absorb oxygen and release carbon dioxide.

. Urinary System Your urinary system removes wastes from the blood and
regulates your body's fluids.

. Reproductive System The female reproductive system produces eggs
and nourishes and protects the fetus. The male reproductive system
produces and delivers sperm.

. Nervous System Your nervous system receives and sends electrical
messages throughout your body.

. Digestive System Your digestive system breaks down the food you eat
into nutrients that your body can absorb.

. Lymphatic System The lymphatic system returns leaked fluids to blood
vessels and helps get rid of bacteria and viruses.

. Endocrine System Your glandstsend out chemical messages. Ovaries and
testes are part of this system.



Georgla Scfresree
Standard $7L2"e Grade 7

STANDARD PRACTICE

Directions Using the Standard Review and what you have studied, read
' each question and circle the letter of the best response. Use a separate
sheet of paper to record your response to open-response questions.

7. What is the name of the body system that includes the lungs?

A. cardiovascular system B. muscular system

C. respiratory system D. skeletal system

2. The correct path of food through the digestive tract is

A. mouth, esophagus, stomach, liver, small intestine, rectum, anus.

B. mouth, esophagus, stomach, small intestine, rectum, anus.

C. mouth, esophagus, stomach, gallbladder, small intestine, rectum, anus.

D. mouth, stomach, esophagus, small intestine, rectum, anus.

3. Which of the following is a characteristic of organA shown below?

A. It contains very few blood
vessels.

B. It contracts to help the
mother give birth.

C. It becomes an organ in the
developing embryo.

D. It's an exchange organ
between mother and embryo.

Identiff and describe the purpose of the major human organ
systems shown in the diagram.

Compare and contrast the functions of the cardiovascular system
and the lymphatic system.

t
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Georgia Seience
Standard S7L3,a Grade 7

S7L3.a Explain the role of genes and chromosomes in the process of
inheriting a specific trait.

STANDARD REVIEW

Offspring receive genetic information from their parents. Approximately
half of the offspring's genetic material comes from its biological motheq,
and approximately half comes from its biological father. When the genetic
information from two parents combines, the offspring will have the same
amount of genetic information as each of its parents. Genetic information
is located in structures called chromosomes, or genes.

Chromosomes are located in the nucleus of cells. A chromosome is
made up of proteins and a single molecule of deoxyribonucleic acid, or
DNA. DNA carries instructions for the organism's traits. When organisms
reproduce, they pass copies of their DNA to their offspring. Passing DNA
ensures that the traits of parents are passed to the offspring. The part of
the DNA that codes for a certain trait is called a gene.

Scientists knew that the material that'makes up genes must be able to
do two things. First, it must be able to give instructions for building and
maintaining cells. Second, it must be able
to be copied each time a cell divides so
that each cell contains identical genes. The
structure of DNA, shown below, allows for
these two functions to occur. DNAs structure
is a double helix with two sugar-phosphate
backbones connected by paired bases. These
paired bases rnake up the rungs of what looks
like a twisted ladder.

STANDARD PRACTICE

Directions Using the Standard Review and what you have studied, read
each question and circle the letter of the best response. IJse a separate
sheet of paper to record your response to open-response questions.

7. Look at the illustration above. What does the figure represent?

A. a protein

C. a five-carbon sugar '

Copyright @ by Hott, Rinehart and Winston. ALL rights reserved.

B. a nitrogen base

D. a piece of double-stranded DNA

Hott Science and Technotogy, Georgia
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Georgia Seienee
Standard S?LS.a Grade 7

2. What part of DNA gives instructions to a cell for expressing traits?

A. a gene

B. a genotype

C. a phenotype

D. a homologous pair

3. As part of a laboratory investigation of gene mutation, Sarah
produced the sketches below of the four nucleotides that make up
DNA. Based on Sarah's sketches, which of the following is NOT a
valid conclusion?

A. Each nucleotide contains a phosphate joined to a sugar.

B. Each nucleotide has a slightly different shape.

C. Each nucleotide contains a different base.

D. Each nucleotide contains the same base.

4. How are the terms chrornosotnet gene, trait, and DNA related?

5. Whatwould the complementary strand of DNA be for the sequence
of bases below?

CTTAGGCTTACCA

Holt Science and Techno[ogy, Georgia

,ob*"
S: Sugar B: Base

,o
FF*""

P: Phosphate

.ob#,oE*
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Georgia ScEence
Standard SZL3.b Grade 7

S7L3.b Compare and contrast sexual and asexual reproduction in organisms
(bacteria, protists, fungi, plants & animals).

STANDARD REVIEW

Living things make offspring like themselves by either sexual reproduction
or asexual reproduction. In sexual reproduction, two parents produce
offspring that share characteristics of both parents. Most plants and
animals reproduce sexually. In sexual reproduction, parent organisms
produce sex cells through a special kind of cell division called meiosis.
Meiosis is a copying process that produces cells with half the usual
number of chromosomes. lVhen the sex cells from each parent meet, the
new offspring has a complete set of chromosomes.

In asexual reproduction, a single parent produces offspring that
are identical to the parent. Most single-celled organisms and many
multicellular organisms reproduce asexually. A hydra is a multicellular
animal that reproduces asexually.

All living things grow during parts of their lives. In a single-celled
organism, the cell gets larger and divides, which makes other organisms.
In a multicellular organism, the number of cells increases, and the
organism gets bigger. As living things grow, they also may develop and
change. You will pass through different stages in your life as you develop
into an adult.

STANDARD PRACTICE

Directions Using the Standard Review and what you have studied, read
each question and circle the letter of the best response. Use a separate
sheet of paper to record your response to open-response questions.

1. Some animals, such as hydras, reproduce by budding. During
budding, a part of the hydra pinches off and forms an organism.
Which of the following is a characteristic of this kind of
reproduction?

A. Offspring take a long time to develop.

B. Genetic variation occurs among offspring.

C. Offspring are genetically iflentical to the parent.

D. Two parents are required to contribute genetic information.



Georgia Selence
$tandard SZL3"b Gnade 7

2. The illustrations below show two types of reproduction. Which
of the following staternents correctly sumrnarizes the t1ryes of
reproduction and the related diversity of the offspring?

A. Illustration A: sexual reproduction, diverse offspring

Illustration B: asexual reproduction, diverse offspring

B. Illustration A: asexual reproduction, diverse offspring

Illustration B: asexual reproduction, offspring same as parent

C. Illustration A: sexual reproduction, diverse offspring

Illustration B: asexual.reproduction, offspring same as parent

D. Illustration A: sexual reproduction, offspring same as parent

Illustration B: sexual reproduction, diverse offspring

Meiosis occurs to

A. prepare cells for sexual reproduction.

B. prepare cells for asexual reproduction.

C. enable an organism to grow.

D. repair damaged cells.

If there are 14 chromosomes in pea plant cells, how many
chromosomes are present in a sex cell of a pea plant? Explain your
reasoning.

5. Bacteria are single-cell organisms. What kind of reproduction do

3.

4.

Holt Science and Technology, Georgia

they undergo and how do the offspring compare to the parents?

?
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Georgia Seienee
Standard SZL3.e Grade 7

S7L3.c Recognize that selective breeding can produce plants or animals with
desired traits.

STANDARD REVIEW

About 100 years ago, Gregor Mendel performed experiments about
heredity that helped establish the field of genetics. Genetics is the study
of how traits are inherited. He concluded that each parent gives one set of
instructions to the offspring. The offspring's traits are then determined by
the dominant set of instructions.

Genes affect the traits of offspring.An organism's appearance is knornm
as the organism's phenotype. The pea plants Mendel studied had either
purple flowers or white flowers. The two phenotypes for flower color are
thus purple and white. The phenotypes for seed color are yellow and green.

Each parent gives one set of genes to the offspring. The offspring then has
two forms of the same gene for every
characteristic-one from each parent.
The different forms (often dominant
or recessive) of a gene are knovrn as
alleles. Both inherited alleles together
form an organism's genotype. Using
selective breeding of pea plants, Mendel
determined the genotypes of pea
plants. A Punnett square, like the one
shornrn below, is used to organize all the
possible genotypes that offspring can
inherit from a particular pair of parents.

STANDARD PRACTICE

Directions Using the Standard Review and what you have studied, read
each question and circle the letter of the best response. Use a separate
sheet of paper to record your response to open-response questions.

7. In humans, having freckles (F) is dominant to not having freckles
(fl. According to the Punnett square above, what genotype does the
child in box 3 have?

Copyright @ by Hott, Rinehart and Winston. Atl. rights reserved.
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2. As part of a laboratory experiment, a student crosses a true-
breeding tall plant having alleles of (ff) with another plant having
alleles of (ff). Which of the fOllowing Punnett squares correctly
shows the cross?

A.TT

:m
B.Tt

;m
c.tt

D.Tt
r[ rrT'l
'l', l* |

3. A white flower that has the genotytrl e pp is crossed with a purple
flower that has the genotlpe PP.What are the possible genotypes of
the offspring?

A. PP and pp B. Pp

D. ppC. PP

4. The allele for a cleft chin, C, is dominant among humans. What are
the results of a cross between parents with genotypes Cc and, cc?

5. If an animal has yellow fur and both of its parents have brown fur,
what does that tell you about the allele for yellow fur? Explain.

t
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S7L4.a Demonstrate in a food web that matter is transferred from
one organism to another and can recycle between organisms and their
environments.

STANDARD REVIEW

Matter on Earth is limited, so the matter is used over and over again.
Each kind of matter has its own cycle. In these cycles, matter moves
between the physical environment and living things. The movement of
water among the oceans, atmosphere, land, and living things is known
as the water cycle. Water is an abiotic factor, or a nonliving part of the
environment. Besides water, the most common molecules in living things
are organic molecules, or molecules that contain carbon. Carbon dioxide
and sugar are molecules that contain carbon. The exchange of carbon
between the environment and living things is known as the carbon cycle.
Photosynthesis and cellular respiration are parts of the carbon cycle.
Nitrogen is also important to living things. Organisms need nitrogen to
build proteins and DNA for new cells. The movement of nitrogen between
the physical environment and living things is called the nitrogen cycle.

\A/hen animals eat plants and other animals, matter and energy are
transferred from one organism to another. You can show this movement
in a food chain or a food web. Notice in the food web below that an arrow
goes from the prairie dog to the coyote. This does not mean that the prairie
dog attacks and eats the coyote. It means that the coyote needs the prairie
dog's mafier and energy in order to survive. If you think about it, you will
understand that the coyote can bring that matter and energy into itself only
by eating the prairie
dog. The mountain
lion also needs, and
so it consumes, the
prairie dog. Matter and
energy move from one
organism to the next
in one direction in a
food web. The arrows
show the direction of
this movement. Each
organism uses that
mafier and energy for its
life processes.
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STANDARD PRACTICE

Directions Using the Standard Review and what you have studied, read
'each question and circle the letter of the best response. Use a separate
sheet of paper to record your response to open-response questions.

7. The arrows on the food web on the previous page show that

A. prairie dogs eat grass.

B. deer eat prairie dogs.

C. squirrels eat grass.

D. squirrels eat coyotes.

2. Which of the following statements BEST describes a food web?

A. Many individual organisms of the same species live in the same
space and share resources.

B. An ecosystem is made'up of a community of organisms and their
environment.

C. A black bear eats fruit and then spreads the fruit's seeds through its
excretions.

D. All life is connected by the transfer of energy and nutrients among
organisms and their environment.

3. Which of the foltowing is NOT an abiotic factor in marine
ecosystems?

A. the depth of the water

B. the temperature of the water

C. the populations of algae and phytoplankton

D. the amount of sunlight that passes through the water

4. Describe the carbon cycle.

5. Give two examples of how abiotic factors can affect an ecosystem.

?
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S7L4.b Explain in a food web that sunlight is the source of energy and that
this energy moves from organism to organism.

STANDARD REVIEW

All living things are connected in the web of life. In the web of life, energy
and other resources flow between organisms and their environment.
Organisms that change the energy in sunlight into chemical energy, or
food, are called producers. Producers do this through the process of
photosynthesis. Most producers are green plants, but algae and some
bacteria are also producers.

Not all organisms can make their ornm food like producers can. Some
organisms must eat other organisms to obtain energy and nutrients. These
organisms are called consumers. There are several kinds of consumers.
A consumer that eats only plants is called an herbivore, such as a
grasshopper or a bison. A consumer that eats other animals is called a
carnivore, such as a badger or an owl. Consumers that eat both plants and
animals are called omnivores. The grasshopper mouse is an omnivore that
eats insects and grass seeds.

Some omnivores are called scavengers. Scavengers eat dead plant and
animal matter. The turkey vulture is a scavenger in the prairie. A vulture
will eat what is left after a coyote has killed and eaten part of an animal.
Scavengers also eat animals and plants that have died from natural causes.

Organisms that get energy by breaking down dead organisms are
called decomposers, nature's recyclers. Fungi and most bacteria are
decomposers. Decomposers produce simple materials, such as water and
carbon dioxide, that can be used by other organisms.

STANDARD PRACTICE

Directions Using the Standard Review and what you have studied, read
each question and circle the letter of the best response. Use a separate
sheet of paper to record your response to open-response questions.

7. Which group represented in an energypyramid has the largest
population?

A. scavengers

C. producers

B. decomDosers
l'

D. carnivores
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2, In the food web shown below, plants, algae, and phytoplankton are
producers. How do these organisms rnake energy available to the
consumers in the ecosystem?

Covote Hawk

Shrew -=' Mouse Duck2)-2 \\
Brineshrimp)tn 

\
Algae and phytoplankton Crab

Producers convert chemical energy from food into light energy.

Producers convert heat energy from food into chemical energy that
is released into the soil and used by decomposers.

C. Producers convert light energy from the sun into heat energy that
is released into the environment where it can be used by other
organisms.

D. Producers convert light energy from the sun into chemical energy
that is stored in their cells and tissues and then passed on to
consumers that feed on them.

Which of the following is the correct order in a food chain?

A. sun)consumers)predators)parasites)hosts

B. sun)producers)herbivores>scavengers)carnivores

C. sun)pro ducers)herbivores)carnivores)scavengers

D. sun)producers)decomposers)consumers)omnivores

Are consumers found at the top or bottom of an energy pyramid?
Explain your answer.

5. Explain the importance of decomposers in an ecosystem.

i
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S7L4.c Recognize that changes in environmental conditions can affect the
survival of both individuals and entire species.

STANDARD REVIEW

There are many problems that can affect the survival of individuals and
entire species in an ecosystem. The following factors can negatively affect
the environment.

" Pollution Pollution is an unwanted change in the environment caused
by substances such as wastes or by forms of energy such as radiation.
Anything that causes pollution is called a pollutant. Many pollutants are
human-made, such as garbage or chemical wastes in water, soil, or the
atmosphere.

. Resource Depletion A renewable resource is one that can be replaced
at the same rate that the resource is used. solar and wind energy are
renewable resources, as are some kinds of trees. A nonrenewable
resource is one that cannoi be replaced or that can be replaced only
over thousands or millions of years. Most minerals and fossil fuels, such
as oil and coal, are nonrenewable resources.

. Exotic Species Without knowing it, people carry other species with
them when they travel. An organism that makes a home for itself in a
new place outside its native home is called an exotic species. Exotic
species often thrive in new places where they have fewer predators.
Exotic species can become pests and compete with native species.

. Human Population Growth Advances in medicine, such as
immunizations, and advances in farming have made human population
growth possible. some people argue that there may eventually be too
many people on Earth. overpopulation happens when the number of
individuals becomes so large that the individuals can't get the resources
they need to survive.

. Habitat Destruction \Mhen land is cleared so it can be used for
construction, crops, mines, or lumber, the topsoil may erode. chemicals
may pollute nearby streams and rivers. The organisms that were living
in these areas may be left without food and shelter and may die. An
organism's habitat is where it lives. Every habitat has its own number
and variety of organisms, or biodiversity. If a habitat is damaged,
biodiversity is lost. I
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STANDARD PRJACTICE

Directions Using the Standard Review and what you have studied, read
'each question and circle the letter of the best response. Use a separate
sheet of paper to record your response to open-response questions.

7. Which of the following actions would NOT help maintain
biodiversity?

A. protecting individual species

B. protecting forests and wetlands

C. increasing consumption of natural resources

D. preventing industrial wastes from being dumped in the ocean

2. Which of the following statements about exotic species is TRUE?

A. They cannot drive out native species.

B. They are usually purposely introduced to their new habitat.

C. They are not a problem because they cannot thrive in a new habitat.

D. They can become pests because they have no predators in their new
habitat.

3. A dock was built over a large bed of sea grass in a manatee habitat.
The dock shaded the bed of sea grass from the sun. The population
of manatees decreased in the area even though the manatees could
still swim under the dock. Why did the population of manatees
decrease?

A. The sea grass was poisoned.

B. The sea grass grew too thick.

C. The manatees swam to another area to eat sea grass.

D. The sea grass died because the dock shaded it from the sun.

4. What is biodiversity? How does biodiversity relate to the stability of
an ecosystem?

5. Explain why soil monitoring and conservation are important, and
describe one consequence bf failure to protect soil from erosion.
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S7L4.d Categorize relationships between organisms that are competitive or
mutually beneficial.

STANDARD REVIEW

Ecologists have described four main ways that species and individuals
affect each other: competition, predators and prey, symbiotic
relationships, and coevolution.

" Competition \Mhen two or more individuals or populations try to use
the same resource, such as food, water, shelter, space, or sunlight, it
is called competition. Because resources are in limited supply in the
environment, their use by one individual or population decreases the
amount available to other organisms.

. Predators and Prey Many interactions between species consist of one
organism eating another. The organism that is eaten is called the prey.
The organism that eats the.prey is called the predator.

. Symbiosis Symbiosis is a close, long-term association between two or
more species. Symbiotic relationships are classified into three groups:
mutualism, commensalism, and parasitism. Mutualism is a relationship
between two species in which both species benefit. A symbiotic
relationship in which one organism benefits and the other is unaffected
is called commensalism. A symbiotic association.in which one organism
benefits while the other is harmed is called parasitism. The organism
that benefits is called the parasite. The organism that is harmed is called
the host.

. Coevolution Relationships between organisms change over time.
Interactions can also change the organisms themselves. \Mhen a
long-term change takes place in two species because of their close
interactions with one another, the change is called coevolution.
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STANDARD PRACTICE

Directions Using the Standard Review and what you have studied, read
.each question and circle the letter of the best response. Use a separate
sheet of paper to record your response to open-response questions.

7. Which of the following is NOT an example of symbiosis?

A. commensalism

B. mutualism

C. parasitism

D. predation

2. A beneficial association between coral and algae is an example of

A. commensalism.

B. mutualisrn.

C. parasitism.

D. predation,

3. A tick sucks blood from a dog.In this relationship, the tick is the
and the dog is the _.

A. host, parasite

B. parasite, prey

C. parasite, host

D. predator, host

Explain the probable relationship between the giant Raffiesia
flower, which smells like rotting meat, and the carrion flies that
brrzz around it. (Hint: Carrion means "rotting fleshJ')

Briefly describe one example of a predator-prey relationship.
Identify the predator and the prey.

,
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S7L4.e Describe the characteristics of Earth's major terrestrial biomes (i.e.,
tropical rain forest, savannah, temperate, desert, taiga, tundra, and mountain)
and aquatic communities (i.e., freshwater, estuaries, and marine).

STANDARD REVIEW

A biome is made up of many ecosystems. A biome is an area where the
climate rypically determines the plant community, which supports an
animal community. For example, a typical desert biome receives very
little rainfall, is hot during the day, and is cold at night. Desert plants and
animals are suited to these conditions. So, some of these desert organisms
would not survive in a biome that received snow. Similar biomes are
found in different parts of the world where the climate is similar. For
example, the chaparral biome in California is similar to the Mediterranean
scrub biome around the Mediterranean Sea.

All biomes and ecosystems have producers, consumers, and decomposers.
For example, deer in South America and kangaroos in Australia are
herbivores. Deer and kangaroos feed.on the plants in their environment.
When these organisms die, they will be decomposed by the bacteria and
fungi in the environment.

BIOMES

' 
Bi;ml- ', .::1i I :l

,1. :;::= :,,:,:::,i!!i 1t:.iir it i't :, :'=

Desert Ptants <25 cm Jackrabbits

Savanna Grasses 90-L50 cm Herds of Grazing

A.nimals

Taiga Trees 35-75 cm Moose

Temperate

Deciduous Forest

Trees 75-250 cm Deer, Bears

Temperate

Grassland

Grasses 25-75 cm Antelope

Tro pica I

Rain Forest

P[ants, Trees 200-454 cm Diverse

Tundra Mosses <25 cm Reindeer, Caribou
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STAhIEARD PRACTICE

Directions Using the Standard Review and what you have studied, read
.each question and circle the letter of the best response. Use a separate
sheet of paper to record your response to open-response questions.

7. Which organism has the same role as lions in the savanna?

A. algae in the ocean

B. coyote in the chaparral

C. grasshopper in the prairie

D. tree frog in the tropical rain forest

2" In which biome would you find most nocturnal animals?

A. desert

C. taiga

B. savanna

D. tundra

3. Look at the map of Earth's climate zones below. Where are biomes
with the largest number of plant and animal species located?

Polar Zone

Temperate Zone

TropicalZone

TropicalZone

'x!4llir\Y,:1"\ri: j.:'tiiti!|lfi];'TemperateZone
66.5'S-'+{s#ffi; brzone

A. in the polar zones

B. in the tropical zones

C. in the temperate zones

D. only in the northern portion of the tropical zones

4. How are savannas different from temperate grasslands?

5. While excavating an area in the desert, a scientist discovers the
fossils of very large trees and ferns. What might the scientist
conclude about biomes in this area?
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S7L5.a Explain that physical characteristics of organisms have changed
over successive generations (e.9., Darwin's finches and peppered moths of
.Manchester).

STANDARD REVIEW

Natural selection is the process by which organisms
that are better adapted to their environment survive
and reproduce more successfully than less well adapted
organisms do. For natural selection to occu{, a population
must have genetic variation. Environmental factors
determine which traits in a population are favorable.
The genetic variation of a population is a measure of
how much individuals in a population differ genetically.
Genetic variation is important for the survival of a species.
Populations with a low genetic variation are less likely
than populations with a high genetic variation to adapt to
changes in their environment.

Individuals in a population often have different traits.
\A/hich traits are favorable depends on environmental
factors. Environmental factors are the conditions in an
environment that affect the organisms that live there.
Different environments have different environmental
factors. For example, organisms that live in a desert need
to be able to survive in an area that receives little water.

Bird A: Large seed-Eating Bill

Bird B: lnsect-Eating Bill

Bird C: Seed- and
lnsect-Eating Bill

STANDARD PRACTICE

Directions Using the Standard Review and what you have studied, read
each question and circle the letter of the best response. Use a separate
sheet of paper to record your response to open-response questions.

1. There are three species of birds on an island. Bird A has a heavy bill
for eating seeds. Bird B has a pointed bill for eating insects. Bird C
has a sharp bill for eating insects and seeds. If all insects suddenly
disappeared, which bird or birds would be the LEAST affected?

B. Bird B
t D. Bird A and Bird B
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2. A biologist notices that a species of moth has either dark coloration
or tight coloration. In a certain area where tree bark is dark, birds
tend to prey on light moths more often than on dark moths. Which
of the following is a reasonable conclusion?

A The light moths are more likely to lay eggs on trees with light bark.

B. The light mottrs have a better chance of surviving than the dark moths.

C. More of the light moths will survive once the dark moths have evolved.

D. More of the dark moths will survive to pass on their traits to their
offspring.

Examine the graph below. Which of the following is a reasonable
conclusion drawn from the data in the graph?

Year

A Beak size has steadily increased over the years.

B. The wetter the year, the shorter the beak size of the Gal6pagos finch.

C. Beak size has remained the same, while climate has changed over time.

D. The longer the beak size of the Gal6pagos finch, the fewer seeds
there are.

What is insecticide resistance? Explain why it occurs and how it
provides evidence of natural selection.

5. Darwin noticed that the finches on each island in the Galdpagos
differed from the finches on the other islands. How might the
physical characteristics of these finches have changed over time?

,
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S7L5.b Describe ways in which species on earth have evolved due to natural
selection.

STANDARD REVIEW

Darwin realized that any species can produce many offspring. He also

knew that the populations of all species are limited by starvation, disease,
competition, and predation. Only a limited number of individuals live
long enough to reproduce. Darwin reasoned that the survivors had traits
that helped them survive in their environment. He also thought that some

of these traits would be inherited by the offspring of the survivors.

In 1859, Darwin published a famous book called On the Origin of Species

by Means of Natural Selectton In his book, Darwin proposed the theory
that evolution happens by natural selection. Natural selection is the
mechanism, or process, by which organisms that are better adapted to
their environment survive and reproduce more successfully than less well
adapted organisms do.

A characteristic that helps an organism survive and reproduce in its
environment is called an adaptation. Adaptations may be physical, such
as a long neck or striped fur. Or adaptations may be behaviors that help an
organism find food, protect itself, or reproduce.

The formation of a new species as a result of evolution is called speciation.
Speciation often begins when a part of a population becomes separated
from the rest. The process of separation can happen in several ways. For
example, a newly formed canyon, mountain range, or lake can divide
the members of a population. After two groups have separated, natural
selection may act on each group in different ways. Over many generations,
the separated groups may evolve different sets of traits.
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STANDARD PRACTICE

Directions Using the Standard Review and what you have studied, read
' each question and circle the letter of the best response. Use a separate
sheet of paper to record your response to open-response questions.

1. Two populations have evolved into two species when

A the populations adapt.

B. the populations are separated.

C. the populations look different.

D. the populations can no longer interbreed.

2. Which of the following is the correct order of the steps that lead to
speciation?

A adaptation, division, separation

B. division, separation, adaptation

C. separation, adaptation, division

D. separation, division, adaptation

3. Modern scientific explanations of evolution

A have replaced Darwin's theory.

B. fail to explain how traits are inherited.

C. rely on genetics instead of natural selection.

D. combine the principles of natural selection and genetic inheritance.

4. What are adaptations, and how do adaptations evolve over time?

5. How are adaptations related to the process of natural selection?

j
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S7L5.c Explain how the fossil record found in sedimentary rock provides
evidence for the long history of changing life forms.

STANDARD REVIEW

The scientific field of comparative anatomy provides evidence that
organisms share common ancestors. Comparative anatomy is the study
of the physical similarities and differences between organisms. When
scientists study the anatomy, or structure, of different organisms, they find
that related organisms share many traits. The arm of a human, the front
leg of a car, the front flipper of a dolphin, and the wing of a bat do not look
alike and are not used in the same way. But under the surface, they are
similar.

The fossil record provides evidence about the order in which species have
existed. Scientists observe that all living organisms have characteristics in
common and inherit characteristics in similar ways. So, they think that all
living species descended from common ancestors. Evidence of common
ancestors is found in fossils and in living organisms.

As scientists analyze fossils and living organisms, they develop hypotheses
about how species are related. Scientists draw branching diagrams, like
the one below, that illustrate their hypotheses. Each branch in the diagram
represents a group of organisms that descended from an ancestor species.
Branching diagrams can also show which characteristics organisms
share and when these organisms evolved. Each characteristic listed on
a branching diagram is shared only by the animals above the branching
point. Characteristics shown higher on the diagram are more recent than
the characteristics below them.

tW
W
House cat

@
Seal

b
Frog
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STANDARD PRACTICE

Directions Using the Standard Review and what you have studied, read
' each question and circle the letter of the best response. Use a separate
sheet of paper to record your response to open-response questions.

7. Which two animals in the diagram on the previous page are the
most distantly related?

A. the seal and the goat B. the goat and the leopard

C. the seal and the frog D. the house cat and the frog

2. Why do scientists compare fossils with living organisms?

A. to support the idea that organisms do not share ancestors

B. to support the idea that organisms have changed over time
C. to support the idea that organisms do not change over time
D. to support the idea that there are no new organisms to discover

3. Look at the pictures at the right. Notice the
similarities between the structures. Some
scientists think these similarities suggest
which of the following?

A. Legs may have evolved from flippers.

B. Mammals may have evolved from bats.

C. A cat's leg, a dolphin's flipper, and a bat's
wing have identical functions.

D. Cats, dolphins, and bats may have had the
same ancestor millions of years ago.

- Bat's wing

4. Describe how fossil evidence can support the concept that human
beings evolved from other species.

5. Explain how scientists combine radiometric dating and fossil
records to establish the age of rock layers. How can this
information be used to create and support theories about biological
evolution?
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